MEDIA PACK

JWP
A contemporary video, film and TV production company supplying professional
cameramen, crews, video editing and live streaming services. We craft films that tell
compelling stories and create branded content with a distinct style and edge. From
talking head news style interviews to live streaming fashion shows and complete
documentary style production, JWP is at the forefront of video production in London.

www.jwp.tv
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About Us.
A modern, adaptive production agency

Whilst working as a camera assistant in the 1990’s I was asked
to film the making of a landmark building in Bishopsgate,
London - now the RBS HQ.
As I was able to produce, film and edit this appealed to the
client at a time when the only option for high end results would
be to hire a bigger crew, at much higher cost. I used one of the
first ‘broadcast quality’ DV cameras which helped achieve
breathtaking images and get to places you couldn’t with larger
cameras. This lay the foundation for what became my USP - to
provide clients with a one stop shop as a self-shooting,
producer-editor who can shoot and edit entire stories, with high
end production values and a maverick edge. Since the
technology has evolved and we can now produce cinematic
results with relatively inexpensive equipment. We have since
gone on to develop strong relations with a variety of large and
small clients who like the way we work and continue to work
with us for many years.

www.jwp.tv
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At your service
Ideas and script writing
We talk to clients from initial concept stage and guide the project
through best approach to reach the end goal. We bring 20 years
experience working across a broad spectrum of creative projects.

Production
From filming pharmaceutical events in London for GSK
to
creating documentary style, branded content for fashion
designers in New York we carry out the entire process in house.

Filming
We work with Sony FS7 and Canon C300, Sony A7s cameras, all
capable of filming in the very highest 4k resolution, with 35mm
sensors for that ultimate cinematic look.

Post production
We use FCPX and Premiere to edit all our films. We work with
Adobe After Effects and Motion to add basic title sequences and
graphics to each project.
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Self-Shooting Director, Producer

James
Ward.
James Ward is the owner and Director / Producer at JWP. Whilst
running the company from day to day James also works across
projects developing ideas and concepts for new video content as
well as self-shooting and editing. When larger projects entail bigger
crews James over sees the productions and works with a pool of
experienced professional freelancers camera operators and editors.
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Creative
team
We work with a group of talented and experienced freelance
staff. The first point of contact, James Ward plans and creates
the creative concept and approach to the project, based on
years of experience working for brands. We then work out
whether it is a self shooter project or requires a larger crew like live streaming for example which often requires several
camera crew and a live stream technician.
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CASE STUDY

Jose Cuervo
branded content and drone filming
When Jose Cuervo held the 2016 International ‘Dons of Tequila’ mixology competition we were
commissioned to make several pieces of video content around and at the event. With over 20
countries taking part we cut highlights films and promo teasers around the event. The films aimed to
expand the international markets, showing the winning participants and culminating in a final event
in Tequila, Mexico. I filmed from the tequila fields using Sony FS7 camera in 4k and included my first
foray into aerial drone filming at the event.
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CASE STUDY 2

Procurious
branded content

Procurious is a news, social media and
networking website for the procurement industry.
At their ‘Big Ideas’ events in London and Chicago
JWP create over 35 pieces of content which we
shoot and edit on the day and distribute on the
site post event. This includes:
• 35 delegate ‘Big Ideas’ interviews
• Live streaming speeches from the event
• Record keynote speeches using ‘PTZ cameras’
• Drip feed documentary style talking heads
discussing topics raised at the event.

